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Abstract
Tiny energy harvesting sensors that operate intermittently, without batteries, have become an increasingly appealing way to gather data in hard to reach places at low cost. Frequent power failures make forward progress, data preservation and consistency, and timely operation challenging. Unfortunately, state-of-the-art systems ask the programmer to solve these challenges, and have high memory overhead, lack critical programming features like pointers and recursion, and are only dimly aware of the passing of time and its effect on application quality. We present Time-sensitive Intermittent Computing System (TICS), a new platform for intermittent computing, which provides simple programming abstractions for handling the passing of time through intermittent failures, and uses this to make decisions about when data can be used or thrown away. Moreover, TICS provides predictable checkpoint sizes by keeping checkpoint and restore times small and reduces the cognitive burden of rewriting embedded code for intermittency without limiting expressibility or language functionality, enabling numerous existing embedded applications to run intermittently.

CCS Concepts: • Computer systems organization → Embedded software; • Hardware → Emerging architectures; Impact on the environment; • Software and its engineering → Runtime environments; Source code generation.
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1 Introduction
Tiny embedded computing systems and sensor networks have created a revolution [41]—changing how we monitor buildings and other infrastructure, treat disease, and protect endangered wildlife—but, the decades-old vision of ubiquitous computing (and now the Internet of Things [4]) are frustrated by energy storage issues. Today, most untethered devices rely on batteries—frangible, short-lived, bulky, relatively expensive chemical energy stores [24, 35]. Enabled by improvements in energy harvesting technologies and low-power circuit design, as well as the commercialization of byte-addressable non-volatile memories (like FRAM, MRAM, and ReRAM [8]), batteryless devices with minimal energy storage that run solely off ambient scavenged energy, promise a more scalable and sustainable alternative [19, 40, 46, 47].

Reducing energy storage to near-zero comes with consequences across the stack, from the architecture to the programmer and user [27]. As energy harvesting conditions fluctuate, power failures can occur frequently—as often as many times per second [43, Fig. 1], [39, Fig. 1]. Power failures clear the volatile state of the processor; i.e. call stack, program counter, heap and volatile registers, making it difficult to ensure forward progress (see Figure 1) and in some cases endangering memory consistency [38]. As power outages increase, data gathered and processed before a power failure may no longer be relevant when a device turns back on [20, 46], as the length of power failures can vary significantly. Punctual computing is difficult when operation is intermittent and clocks are imprecise. These issues have
motivated numerous approaches for building power failure resilient programs [27].

Today’s intermittent computing systems are either: (i) traditional standard C programs paired with automatic or manual checkpointing, e.g. [28, 39, 45], where the volatile state of the processor is logged into non-volatile memory and upon recovery from a power failure the computation is continued from the latest logged volatile state, and (ii) task-based programs, e.g. [6, 23, 31, 46], where developers break programs into idempotent and atomic tasks (that can be restarted when interrupted by a power outage) and describe the control and data flow between tasks.

Unfortunately, with the aforementioned approaches, porting the massive set of legacy software that runs on continuous power to work with intermittent power, e.g. TinyOS [25] programs from the past two decades of wireless sensor network deployments, is cumbersome and requires massive re-engineering. First, task-based programming requires significant developer effort to transform a program to fit the programming model [10]—developers are forced to decompose logical operations (e.g. “classify activity”) into multiple sub-tasks which are executable with the available energy storage. This procedure is difficult for developers, especially non-experienced ones—porting old code (or developing new code) becomes time-consuming and applications become incomprehensible and hard to debug due to task count explosion. Second, task-based programming does not allow common programming language constructs, such as pointers since it enforces a static memory model [46]—making automatic (even non-automatic) transformation of legacy code into task-based model impossible. On the other hand, checkpointing systems remove the cognitive burden of porting, but have high memory overhead and performance penalties due to large checkpoints [9, 45]. Moreover, these systems cannot execute all C-programs: in particular, pointers and recursion might lead to checkpoints that will not fit into the available energy storage and prevent the progress of computation [10]—causing a system starvation. Even worse, checkpointing systems do not allow semantics to handle elapsed time and in turn they cannot handle time-sensitive data that might be expired after a long power failure. Developers have no way to easily inject decision points into legacy software based on the time elapsed since failure can occur in-between any lines of the code.

These issues beg the question: is there a way to bridge the gap between time-sensitive intermittent computing and legacy software designed for continuously-powered systems? As of now we are still far from an ideal intermittent computing system that (i) removes the cognitive burden of porting legacy software and enables unaltered C programs (with standard programming constructs and any typical compiler optimizations enabled) to be executed on intermittent power; (ii) provides semantic and syntactic mechanisms to handle data freshness (and passing of time in general) for timely execution of the application; and (iii) introduces low memory impact and little performance penalty. These requirements are necessary to enable widespread adoption of intermittent computing.

In this paper, we propose TICS (Time-sensitive Intermittent Computing System), a new intermittent computing system designed with the goal of running time-sensitive code on intermittent platforms via automatic checkpoints. TICS enables programmers to (i) execute any kind of unaltered C program (including pointers and recursion) by greatly reducing, as well as bounding, the overhead of checkpoint/restore times—eliminating system starvation, and (ii) optionally annotate the program with structures to specify custom timing requirements—protecting against timing errors that are never seen in continuously-powered programs. The core scientific contributions of this work are:

- Time sensitivity semantics for checkpoint-based intermittent systems—enabling, for the first time, declarative annotations for intermittent applications to handle the passing of time in-between power failures and to eliminate time consistency violations particular to intermittent systems;
- Memory consistency management for checkpoint-based intermittent systems by combining data versioning and stack segmentation to bound checkpoint/restore times—enabling, for the first time, execution of unaltered C programs—including pointers and recursion—without system starvation and endangering memory consistency, and providing foundation for memory isolation, I/O access and interrupt handling;
- An open source portable runtime for developers (released via [2])—enabling, for the first time, widespread adoption of intermittent computing by allowing porting of several unmodified, as well time annotated legacy code, to the intermittent computing platforms.

2 Battery-free Intermittent Systems

The community around wireless sensor networks has worked together to enable long-term, affordable, sustainable sensing across many application domains, ranging from

![Diagram of an ideal intermittent computing system](image-url)
wildlife tracking [15, 42, 48] to infrastructure monitoring [7, 14], health and human sensing [17, 26, 34], autonomous vehicles [13], and even space exploration [33]. Recently, wireless sensing devices that work without batteries have become viable [18, 40] due to advances in miniaturization of energy harvesters for solar, RF, and kinetic energy, and energy-efficient microcontrollers with non-volatile memory [44]. Making these devices work is challenging, because of power failures caused by unreliable and sporadic energy sources as shown in Figure 1. However, the benefits are well worth it—besides reduced cost, size, and weight, these devices promise decade long lifetimes in the field without requiring maintenance or replacement [19].

Batteryless platforms like WISP [40], Capybara [11], and Flicker [18] use ultra-low-power micro-controllers (MCUs); e.g. MSP430FR* [44], whose main architectural components; e.g. registers and main memory, are volatile, while the code and data retained from power failure to power failure are held in non-volatile byte addressable RAM (e.g. FRAM). These platforms harvest and then store energy in small capacitors for all tasks. When the energy stored is depleted, the device dies—computation cannot progress and output correct results. The naive approach to solve this would be to save the entire volatile memory and registers to non-volatile right before a power failure, but this has high memory and performance penalty, requires reliable brownout detection and does not solve consistency issues described in prior work [28]. Instead, smaller checkpoints at compiler or programmer-defined boundaries like in Figure 1 reduce wasted computation and allow programs to complete. Many systems have been explored [5, 6, 23, 28, 32, 39, 45] which checkpoint at statically defined or dynamically decided points. Of course, the main challenge is to determine what to backup and when. The alternative is to change the programming model completely, asking programmers to decompose a C program into atomic and idempotent sections called tasks with defined control and data input and output variables that are shared by tasks connected in a task graph. Only the state of the active task is backed up at each task transition to ensure forward progress [9, 20, 31, 46].

2.1 The Big Jump to Legacy Software

In a perfect world, the developer of a battery-powered platform would just recompile the application for intermittent power. However, so far no existing systems enable this.

2.1.1 Task Decomposition. There is a massive set of existing applications and legacy code written e.g. TinyOS [25] or Contiki [12] in the past two decades of wireless sensor network deployment. Unfortunately, the existing corpus of applications is difficult, or impractical, to port to work with

---

1It should be noted that tasks in intermittent computing must not be confused with the tasks in TinyOS [25]. Tasks of TinyOS define self-contained work to be undertaken, while tasks in intermittent domain define a piece of code that is atomic and idempotent [9].

---

Figure 2. Porting legacy code to a task graph is not trivial. Left: an activity recognition program, Right: one possible port to a task graph, with timing constraints defined. The final task graph does not always match the original program as tasks must be small enough to allow forward progress; reducing readability, and increasing graph complexity. Timing constraints, control flow, and data flow must also be determined. battery-free platforms and applications—especially when porting to a task-based programming model. Figure 2 illustrates these challenges. Task decomposition is hard [10], as task boundaries are not defined by logical breaks in a program (such as those shown on the left part of Figure 2: classify(), transform(), etc.) but are best set based on the energy cost of blocks of code, and/or data interconnections between code. Moreover, task-based programming models are static in their memory model, as they allow data exchange among the tasks by using only data interconnections to ensure memory consistency. This prohibits pointers. That is, porting programs with pointers is difficult (or sometimes even impossible).
Figure 3. Four types of consistency violations encountered with automatic checkpointing. These violations occur because of incorrect execution caused by bad checkpoint placement, leading to an execution that is not possible on a continuously powered device. With this work we introduce a new class of violations, i.e. time-based violations, that have not been previously explored in checkpointing systems—refer to figures (b)–(d).

determined at compile time, the whole main memory should be checkpointed after each pointer manipulation—the checkpoint state grows with the size of the main memory and unfortunately leads to a system starvation since it might not fit into the device’s energy reservoir. Supporting full C language functionality is non-trivial and crucial to port/reuse legacy software.

2.1.3 Time Consistency. Consistency violations identified in previous work [28] include only memory consistency violation; see Figure 3(a): after a checkpoint, non-volatile global variable len is changed, but these actions are not included in the checkpoint. When the checkpoint is restored, len is again updated, leading to an incorrect value of len due to the Write-After-Read (WAR) dependency. We identify three other types of consistency violations, all having to do with time. The errors stem from the fact that clocks internal to the MCU are reset after each power failure, meaning that devices have difficulty tracking how long they have been off [21, 37]; even when using external timekeepers, time-sensitive portions of a program must be handled differently in checkpointing systems by careful checkpoint placement or time management.

1. **Timely Branching.** If a checkpoint is placed in a line of code before a timestamp is gathered, and that timestamp is used in a predicate statement, execution can execute both branches if the timestamp elapses; see Figure 3(b).

2. **Time and Data Misalignment.** Often in embedded programs, a timestamp is gathered every time sensor data is obtained. If a checkpoint is placed between the timestamp and the data gathering, the timestamp will be inaccurate. After a power failure recovery at that checkpoint, new data will be gathered associated with

3. **Data Expiration.** If a checkpoint is placed in a line where data is obtained, data is obtained. If a checkpoint is placed between the timestamp and the data gathering, the timestamp will be inaccurate. After a power failure recovery at that checkpoint, new data will be gathered associated with

Figure 4. TICS overview: A runtime combined with code instrumentation ensures memory consistency via data versioning and stack segmentation; progress of computation via checkpointing; and timely execution via time annotations.

an old timestamp—causing incorrect execution of the program; see Figure 3(c).

3. **Data Expiration.** Data gathered in one power cycle may not be fresh enough for the next power cycle. This phenomenon [20] has not been handled by any automatic checkpointing systems to date; see Figure 3(d).

3 TICS: System Design

TICS consists of a runtime combined with code instrumentation for the C language—Figure 4 presents the logical flow and the main components of the TICS system. The main motivation behind TICS is to provide the view of a continuously-powered system to the programmer—so that legacy C code can be run without any modification to the program source. TICS allows the programmer (i) to focus on the correct and timely execution of the application—eliminating the explicit need for intermittency handling, and (ii) to perform few modifications to the original program, specifically, to annotate their code only to define timing constraints.

**Task-based versus Checkpointing.** Conversion of a C program into a task-based program requires significant manual labor (as discussed in Section 2); automatic transformation of a pointer-based C program is incredibly difficult due to memory burden created by a multitude of versions of memory locations/variables. Therefore, instead of task-based transformation, TICS uses checkpointing in order to get rid of manual code transformation and its limitations.

**Building an Efficient Stack.** As the amount of state that is checkpointed grows, the checkpoint overhead increases, potentially leading to overheads that may exceed the device’s capabilities and energy budget. Since functions often manipulate local variables in their stack frame, there is no need to
checkpoint the whole stack. TICS employs a novel strategy by segmenting the stack into fixed and predetermined size blocks. The stack segment that is directly manipulated at a time instant by the program is called the working stack and it will be the only one among others that needs to be logged into a segment checkpoint—since other segments are not modified. By segmenting the stack TICS can provide a fixed worst-case checkpoint time, as the variable stack size is fixed to the size of a stack segment. It is worth mentioning that the programmer is completely unaware of the underlying stack segmentation but the desired size of stack segments can be chosen at compile time for the sake of performance—see Section 5.

**Pointer Handling.** As pointer access cannot be determined at compile time, existing systems need to checkpoint the whole main memory in order to keep memory consistent—leading to huge checkpoints and in turn system starvation due to limited energy reservoir. TICS implements a data versioning scheme to handle pointers and ensure memory consistency: it keeps track of only manipulated memory locations by keeping the original values in a non-volatile undo log. The undo log is cleared upon a successful checkpoint, otherwise TICS restores the original contents of the memory using the undo log—ensuring the memory consistency despite power failures.

**Memory Impact.** Checkpointing the device’s volatile state requires an atomic two-phase commit operation to ensure its consistency [31]: in the first phase the checkpointed data is copied to a temporary buffer in non-volatile memory; then in the second phase the buffered data is committed to the original location. Existing checkpointing systems double buffer the stack, .bss and .data sections—their memory requirements increase with the volatile state. On the other hand, TICS only requires the segment checkpoint and the modified memory locations in .bss and .data sections to be double buffered—significantly reducing the memory impact.

**Timely Execution.** C does not provide any keyword/state-ment to express time constraints of the data and handle it—programmers must explicitly timestamp data and handle data expiration. This complicates application development as well as might lead to bugs due to manual timing and expiration checks, control flow delivery and recovery due to data expiration—as given in Section 2.1.3. TICS provides annotations to relate data and time as well as special statements to change control flow and perform recovery upon data expiration—all underlying time management is performed at run-time without programmer intervention.

### 3.1 Efficient Automatic Checkpoints

Existing works, e.g. [6, 22, 45] exploit architectural support and ensure constant and scalable checkpointing overhead. For example, Ratchet [45] uses non-volatile memory as the main memory so that stack and global variables are already persistent—leading to constant checkpoint time since only the volatile registers of the processor are checkpointed. This requires decomposing programs into idempotent code sections via the compiler using static analysis at the instruction level and gluing them together with checkpoints. However, dynamic memory manipulations that cannot be determined at compile time, e.g. write operations via pointers, require a checkpoint after each instruction, leading to a considerable checkpointing frequency and, in turn, overhead. TICS targets devices with non-volatile main memory—a checkpoint operation logs only the registers and the stack in a dedicated double-buffered area in non-volatile memory via a two-phase commit. Since stack grows/shrinks dynamically, checkpointing overhead grows with the size of the stack. Moreover, recovery time, i.e. restoring the state after a power failure, is not fixed and might exceed the device’s energy budget—leading to system starvation. TICS remedies this with stack segmentation and data versioning.

#### 3.1.1 Stack Segmentation

The stack allocation within the execution of the applications might vary significantly, in particular when a lot of memory space is allocated/deallocated at function entries/returns. The stack size requirement depends on dynamic program flow (that might be unknown at compile time) and in turn, it is not possible to guarantee a worst-case checkpoint size. TICS segments the stack into blocks of fixed size selected at compile time—maximum stack frame in a program (determined during compilation) dictates the minimum block size. TICS maintains the segmented stack of a program as a segment array in non-volatile memory—see Figure 5. The size of the stack array is fixed at compile time by considering the stack requirements and exceeding the size at runtime leads to a stack overflow. The program interfaces with the top segment of the segmented stack; so-called the working stack: the program modifies only the working stack, and upon a checkpoint, only the working stack is two-phase committed into the double-buffered segment checkpoint—this enables a fixed checkpoint time. Moreover, recovering from a power failure only requires the working stack to be restored from the segment checkpoint, instead of restoring the whole stack.\(^2\)

During program execution, the stack grows/shrinks make the working stack point to different segments in the segment array. When a function is entered, the stack pointer is adjusted: TICS inserts a check before the modification of the stack pointer to determine whether there is enough space in the working stack to execute the function. When enough space is in the working stack, the execution resumes and the function interfaces with the working stack. Contrary, if there is not enough space left on the working stack, a stack grow procedure is initiated so that the working stack points

---

\(^2\)Differential checkpoints [3] log only modified part of the stack—but they can still be large for nested function calls each using a lot of stack.
Figure 5. TICS architecture. With TICS only the working stack and the registers during a checkpoint are logged—ensuring deterministic worst-case overhead. Previously checkpointed segments belonging to the lower parts of the stack are maintained in a segment array. The global variable and pointer access are handled by the memory manager which implements undo logging to keep memory consistent.

to the next segment in the segment array. It is worth mentioning that a checkpoint after this point requires only the new working stack to be saved into the segment checkpoint since the previous segments remain unmodified. When a function that triggered a stack grow returns, a stack shrink is initiated so that the working stack points to the previous segment in the segment array. TICS can enforce an implicit checkpoint if the current working stack was not saved into the segment checkpoint yet. This is because if the currently checkpointed segment is out of program stack, the working stack should be checkpointed first so that the modifications can be rolled back upon power failures and the stack consistency is ensured.

It is worth mentioning that no special attention is needed when TICS executes recursive functions. However, as in general embedded systems, the depth of the recursive calls is limited by the size of the stack memory, which is represented by the fixed size of the segment array in TICS architecture.

3.1.2 Memory Management and Pointers. TICS maintains global variables; i.e. .data and .bss sections in non-volatile memory. Intermittent execution might create inconsistencies if the application modifies non-volatile memory directly and the modified locations are not versioned, i.e. double buffered [28, 38]. TICS instruments non-volatile memory write operations and enables on-demand versioning: undo logging is employed so that if any memory location outside of the working stack has been modified, the original version is saved in an undo log. After a successful checkpoint, the undo log is cleared. Upon power failure, the contents of the undo log are written back to the original locations. Since the undo log is also fixed in size, TICS forces a checkpoint when the undo log is full to eliminate the overflow and ensure forward progress.

In TICS, pointer writes to global variables within the .data and .bss sections in non-volatile memory are managed at runtime. Additionally, pointers to the stack can manipulate memory locations, in particular, stack segments other than the working stack. A pointer to the working stack can directly modify its contents since the working stack is checkpointed separately. Conversely, if it points to other segments in the segment array or global variables in .data and .bss, the memory manager employs undo logging.

3.2 Semantics for Timely Execution

TICS provides annotations; i.e. @expires_after, to denote the expiration constraints of the data and necessary keywords for checking if time constraints are met—see Section 6. A timestamp value is associated with each programmer annotated variable and the write operations on these variables are instrumented by the compiler. TICS can update the value of the timestamp automatically upon writes using a persistent timekeeper which keeps track of time across power failures [20]—see Section 4 for details. Programmers can check the expiration of the data using @expires block—TICS compares the current time with the timestamp to identify if programmer-defined timing constraints are met. Programmers can also use @expires_after=0s statement for any variable that requires a timestamp associated with it but does not have any expiration constraint. It is the responsibility of the programmer to provide necessary logic within these syntactic structures.

3.2.1 Supporting Timely Branches. In order to prevent timely branch violations as depicted in Figure 3(b), TICS introduces @timely/else block that takes a time value as an input. This block disables automatic checkpoints, reads the current time using the (persistent) timekeeper and checks if the given time value is greater than the current time. If this is the case, the branch is taken, a checkpoint is placed...
at the end of the branch and automatic checkpoints are enabled. Otherwise, the branch is not taken and automatic checkpoints are enabled.

### 3.2.2 Ensuring Data and Time Alignment

As depicted in Figure 3(c), if a checkpoint is placed between the timestamp assignment and the data gathering (or vice versa), the timestamp can be inaccurate after a power failure. In particular, this issue is problematic if checkpoints are done automatically, e.g. with a periodic timer. To remedy this, timestamp assignment and data gathering operations should form an atomic block. TICS ensures the atomicity by (i) disabling automatic checkpoints so that timestamp assignment and data gathering cannot be split; and (ii) placing a checkpoint right after these operations (and enabling automatic checkpoints thereafter, if needed) so that the consistency of timestamp and data is guaranteed despite a power failure.

TICS introduces operator \( \oplus \) for the atomic assignment of the data and timestamp—see Figure 4. TICS makes this assignment explicit via \( \oplus \) since there is no need to update the timestamp of the associated data per each write, e.g. the sensed temperature value can be converted from the raw ADC value to the degree in Celsius and this conversion should not lead to the update of the associated timestamp.

### 3.2.3 Catching Data Expiration

In TICS, @expires and @expires/catch blocks are used to work with the data within a certain time frame and to catch data expiration—Figure 3(d). For the sake of implementation simplicity, we remark that these blocks consider only one variable.

**Conditional-based @expires.** TICS implements @expires block by using an if statement at the beginning that checks if the data is still valid; see Figure 4. If the condition is met, the rest of the operations will be executed within this block. Due to automatically-inserted checkpoints and arbitrary power failures, @expires block might not be atomic. If a checkpoint is placed inside an @expires block, a power failure might lead to data expiration—TICS disables automatic checkpoints at the beginning of the @expires block so that computation starts from the if statement after each power failure. TICS places a checkpoint at the end of @expires block and enables automatic checkpoints thereafter. It is worth mentioning that these operations ensure the atomicity, but data can still expire since the instructions within the @expires block can be long enough to violate data freshness constraints.

**Exception-based @expires/catch.** In order to catch data expiration while executing an @expires block, TICS sets a timer at the beginning that fires when the data expires. Upon timer fire and in turn data expiration, TICS restores the original contents of the modified variables inside the @expires block by using the original values in undo log. TICS delivers the control flow to the catch block that handles specific logic to handle data expiration. Since undo logging is required for the exception-based implementation, its implementation is parallel to the rest of TICS for the sake of memory consistency.

### 4 TICS: Implementation

TICS is built around the MSP430FR5969 [44] MCU with 64 KB non-volatile (FRAM) and 2 KB volatile (SRAM) memory. The compiler back-end instrments the assembly to support stack segmentation. The code instrumentation is done via the LLVM utility library LibTooling [1], which is intended for both static analysis and code transformations. We employed code transformation rather than compiler support, to allow for portability, enabling the use of multiple compilers, and in turn eliminating the need for re-implementing the instrumentation. In order to produce the target binary, we used MSP430-GCC version 7.

**Stack Segmentation.** In TICS, the stack segmentation is employed at function entries and exits. Before the stack grows or shrinks, TICS checks the stack frame size of the corresponding function (known at compile time) to determine if the function can be executed by using the current working stack. If there is not enough space in the working stack, a stack grow procedure is initiated so that the working stack points the next segment in the segment array. Since the arguments of the function remain in the previous segment, these arguments are copied from this segment to the empty working stack. If a stack shrink is needed, the caller stack is restored, the working stack is changed and a segment checkpoint is performed if the previously checkpointed data belongs to a segment lower than the current working stack.

---

**Figure 7. TICS stack segmentation and checkpointing.** In pseudocode: lines in light gray and red colors represent the code inserted during the compiler pass; the red lines only execute when the working stack needs to grow or shrink.
All these operations are depicted by steps 1–3 in Figure 7. To enable these operations, we modified the compiler back-end to insert the required stack availability check and argument copying operations—the size of a stack segment is determined at compile time and its minimum size depends on the minimal stack requirements of the functions in the source.

Memory Consistency Management. To implement undo logging so that the changes in non-volatile memory locations (other than the working stack) can be undone, global variable and pointer manipulations are instrumented. Since pointers can point not only to global data but also to the working stack or segment checkpoint in non-volatile memory, the instrumentation is done by checking if the physical address is in the working stack or not. If so, the memory manager logs the contents of the memory cell in the undo log.

Automatic Checkpoints. To keep consistency of checkpointed data—as the system can die while performing a checkpoint—the checkpoint data is double buffered in non-volatile memory. A flag is used to provide an exact barrier after which the checkpoint is ready to be used as a restore point. These enable checkpoint operations to be atomic. Checkpoint restoration happens when the system reboots due to a power failure. Current implementation supports: (i) timer-driven checkpointing, where the runtime interrupts program execution and checkpoints the system state periodically at a given frequency; (ii) hardware-assisted checkpointing, e.g. [5] where a voltage level based interrupt triggered upon a low-energy state to perform a checkpoint; and (iii) manual checkpoints. It is worth mentioning that TICS disables (automatic) checkpoints before interrupt service routines and places an implicit checkpoint right after return-from-interrupt (ISRs) instruction. This is sufficient to prevent memory inconsistency while servicing interrupts—if a power failure prevents the completion of an ISR, the system will continue as if interrupt did not occur (the corresponding ISR will not be executed again) right after the recovery from the power failure.

Time Annotations. Each write to a time-annotated variable is instrumented so that the timestamp value associated with the variable is updated. To implement exception-based time annotations, we instrumented @expires/catch block so that a timer is set considering the data expiration constraints. Moreover, we instrumented necessary instructions for undo logging the memory modifications and changing the control flow upon data expiration. TICS with time-sensitive programs requires the ability to measure time across power outages using a remanence-based timer [21, 37] or a Real-Time Clock with a small capacitor [18]—persistent timekeeping is mandatory to update timestamps and to handle time annotated source files.

5 Evaluation
We investigate the execution overhead of TICS for various applications, comparing to the state-of-the-art intermittent runtimes. We demonstrate how TICS enables porting of arbitrary C programs as well as TinyOS code—for the first time we demonstrate successful execution of legacy code for sensor networks into intermittently-powered domain. We also show results from a user study we conducted comparing TICS to task-based programming. We found that TICS has comparable overhead to state-of-the-art runtimes while providing a complete set of features available to the regular C programmer.

5.1 Porting Legacy Code: TinyOS to Intermittent World
To prove the claim that TICS enables automatic porting of existing/legacy C code for non-intermittently powered systems, we instrument an unmodified TinyOS program for Greenhouse Monitoring (GHM). GHM executes in an infinite loop sense moisture of soil, sense temperature of ambient, Compute measurement averages and Send over a wireless interface. We compare Plain C and TinyOS [25] versions of GHM with and without TICS instrumented checkpoints. Both apps were executed on the same microcontroller as before (MSP430FR5969 [44] evaluation board) with artificially generated power intermittency traces, i.e. MCU was brought to hardware reset following a pre-programmed pattern. We compare the results of executing the Plain C and TinyOS versions of GHM in Table 1 for varying levels of intermittency. We measured how many times each GHM routine executed. Only these programs that consistently executed the same number of routines were considered correct.

![Table 1. Real-world program with TICS on intermittent power (4%, 48% and 100% intermittency rate). We ran four applications implementing greenhouse monitoring (GHM) in C and in TinyOS (with and without TICS instrumentation). We measured how many times each GHM routine executed. Only these programs that consistently executed the same number of routines were considered correct.](image-url)

3Memory management is implemented fully in software as microcontrollers, e.g. MSP430FR59 [44], do not have a memory management unit.
Figure 8. Timely execution of the sample AR application: TICS catches data expiration, discards stale data and ensures timely branches by following the programmer annotations.

TinyOS programs without any manual program porting need. It is worth mentioning that TinyOS is an event-based operating system and porting event-based legacy code might require some manual modifications for the sake of the semantically correct execution of the application—in particular, timely-sensitive handling of the events should be implemented by the time annotations provided by the TICS in order to guarantee semantically correct results. However, if the programmer omits such manual modifications, TICS still guarantees forward progress of the computation as well as the memory consistency of the event-based applications. In Section 5.3, we also demonstrate the porting of existing computation-based benchmarking applications. Apart from injecting time annotations (if required), all porting is handled by TICS automatically without any manual intervention. Therefore, the evaluation results later on support and complement this result.

5.2 Time-sensitive Intermittent Computation

For the evaluation of time-sensitive execution of intermittent programs, we considered an existing activity recognition (AR) application used in prior work [9, 28, 31] (this application is also used for benchmarking in Section 5.3). The AR application obtains a window of three-axis accelerometer sensor readings and determines whether the device is moving or stationary. In the training phase, the mean and standard deviation features of a window of samples are extracted. Then, in the recognition phase, the activity is determined by performing a nearest neighbor classification. In order to observe the time consistency violations described in Section 2.1.3, we provided two versions of the AR application: (i) manual management of time (and using MementOS-like checkpoints); and (ii) TICS annotated application. We run these applications by powering our MSP430FR5969 [44] wirelessly with 915 MHz Powercast TX91501-3W transmitter [36]. The microcontroller was connected to a Powercast P2110-EVB receiver (with on-bard 10 μF storage capacitor). We tested the execution of these applications at the same distances resulting in almost the same (i) power failure rates, (ii) charging and (iii) off-time. We observed the number of time consistency violations.

The lines of code where the accelerometer is sampled and the corresponding timestamp is assigned are the potential points for time misalignment violation. Specifically, a timestamp can be assigned to the sensed data relatively long time after the sensor sampling, due to a power failure and long charging time—in both applications there were 870 accelerometer sampling where time misalignment violations could potentially occur. The obtained samples are also subject to data expiration violation while they are consumed for training and classification. In these applications, we considered data to be fresh and useful if it is consumed within 200 ms time window—it is considered to be stale otherwise (see Fig. 8). In order to keep track of the duration of the recognized activities, both applications maintain timestamp. A timely branch that uses this timestamp is required to alert about activity changes; e.g. if the duration of the activity is less than 200 ms this indicates an activity switch. There were 256 points in the execution where a potential timely branch violation could occur.

Results. Table 2 summarizes our results. We observed that TICS prevents all time consistency violations, thanks to easily injected time annotations, where the other application led to 32 timely branch violations, 78 time misalignment violations and 173 data expiration violations. Our results indicate that TICS ensures timely intermittent execution by providing little modifications on the legacy software via its time annotations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Consistency Violation</th>
<th>Potential Count (during experiment)</th>
<th>Observed Violations w/o TICS</th>
<th>w/ TICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Timely Branch</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Misalignment</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Expiration</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Time consistency violation statistics for the AR application running intermittently. Our results indicate that TICS eliminates these violations by demanding little modifications on the legacy software.

5.3 TICS System Efficiency

TICS supports all C language features—including pointers and recursion— thanks to its memory consistency manager. This implementation eliminates system starvation by allowing porting any kind of legacy software to the intermittent computing world—breaking the limitations of the prior work. Here we provide a performance comparison of TICS with the prior work to explore its execution overhead.

We have compared TICS against three state-of-the-art task-based systems: InK [46], MayFly [20] and Alpaca [31]. In addition, we compared TICS against naive checkpoint-based system that logs the complete stack and all global variables (which closely resembles what MementOS [39] does) and Chinchilla [32]—state-of-the-art checkpoint-based
system that promotes all variables to global data and statically logs these. Chinchilla was re-compiled from its GitHub source [32] with LLVM version 3.8 (the strict requirement for Chinchilla). InK, MayFly, and Alpaca were compiled with the standard GCC compiler (msp430-gcc version 6.2.1.16).

Finally, for completeness, we compare all systems to plain C.

Application Benchmarks. We chose three representative applications, used earlier by most studies on systems for intermittently-powered devices: (i) bitcount (BC), (ii) Cuckoo filter (Cuckoo) and (iii) Activity Recognition (AR) (as indicated in Section 5.2) [16]. BC implements bit counting in a random string with seven different methods (including recursion), later cross-verifying for correctness; Cuckoo implements cuckoo filter over a set of pseudo-random numbers, then performing sequence recovery using the same filter; AR implements physical activity recognition based on machine learning with locally stored accelerometer data. For a fair comparison, the experiments were conducted using a continuously-powered TI MSP-EXPFR5969 evaluation board [44]. Each application was verified for correctness at the end of each execution. Cuckoo cannot be implemented in MayFly since loops are not allowed in a MayFly task graph. Also, BC used for the evaluation of Chinchilla, see e.g. [32, Fig. 8–10], was not the original one, as the authors have manually removed the recursion to make it work with their system.

5.3.1 TICS against Chinchilla. Chinchilla converts each local variable of a function to a corresponding global variable in non-volatile memory at compile time. This conversion prevents stack manipulation via pointers and in turn checkpointing the whole stack due to pointer manipulations. Chinchilla must know in advance the local variables in order to allocate corresponding global variables in non-volatile memory—recursive function calls and in turn, existing applications that exploit recursive implementations cannot be supported. Moreover, due to the local-to-global conversion via bypassing stack allocation of local variables, there is an explosion in the number of global variables—decreasing the scalability of memory requirements. Inline functions further complicate this issue: the corresponding global variables are needed to be allocated per every line where the function is inlined. As an example, if an inline function of one local variable is called 100 times, then 100 different global variables need to be created. These issues are the major limitations of Chinchilla, making it an incomplete system. Inspecting our results presented in Figure 9, TICS is able to execute all benchmarks, while Chinchilla cannot run recursion-based code, i.e. BC. Due to the dynamic memory logging employed by TICS, the execution time overhead will vary per benchmark. Additionally, the compiler optimization level has a significant effect because the runtime code is also affected by the lack of optimization.

5.3.2 Micro-benchmarking TICS. The execution time overhead of TICS with the number of checkpoints for different working stack sizes is given in Figure 9 (center row). As working stack size gets bigger, the number of working stack change driven checkpoints decreases since on-demand stack requirement of the applications are fulfilled—$S_2$ configuration did not lead to a working stack changes and in turn checkpoints and $S_1$ led to considerable number of working stack changes and therefore also more checkpoints. On the other hand, increasing the working stack size also increases the overhead of a single checkpoint since the logged data is bigger—there will be always a trade-off. Among benchmarking applications, AR led to a considerable amount of working stack change driven checkpoints with configuration $S_1$ due to its varying stack size requirements. We also enabled timer-driven checkpoints with a frequency of 10 ms that ensure the forward progress—configurations $S_1^*$ and $S_2^*$ indicate the configurations $S_1$ and $S_2$ with timer-driven checkpoints enabled. TICS checkpoints do not introduce significant overhead since only the working stack and registers are logged.

5.3.3 TICS Against Task-based Systems. We selected configurations $S_1^*$ and $S_2^*$ to assess the execution time performance of TICS considering the task-based runtimes—right column of Figure 9. For the fairness of comparison against task-based systems, apart from timer-driven checkpoints in $S_1^*$ and $S_2^*$, we placed checkpoints to configuration $S_2$ at task-boundaries for TICS (shown as ST) and our naïve Memento-like [39] implementations. We observed that selecting a reasonable working stack size, TICS reaches almost the performance of existing task-based systems.

5.3.4 TICS Memory Overhead. Table 3 presents a comparison of memory overhead of the benchmarking applications implemented in InK (task-based system), Chinchilla (checkpoint-based system) and TICS. The .data section overhead of TICS depends on the size of the configurable stack segment array (which was 2048 B) and undo log (which was 2048 B) both are excluded from the .data section. The code size in selected applications is dependent on not only the application source but also on the stack segmentation and memory consistency management implementations in TICS. Overall, we see that for all benchmarks TICS has significantly lower memory overhead than Chinchilla—more than twice .text and more than six times for .data. Comparing to InK, TICS .data is also significantly lower, except for .text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>InK</th>
<th>Chinchilla</th>
<th>TICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>3442</td>
<td>4459</td>
<td>12870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>2922</td>
<td>4433</td>
<td>10902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>2648</td>
<td>4693</td>
<td>12128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The memory consumption (in B) for three applications written in InK, Chinchilla and TICS.
computing support — Life is too short!

**Figure 9. Benchmark performance.** Left column: TICS to Chinchilla comparison; Center column: micro-benchmarking of TICS; Right column: TICS to task-based systems comparison. T, CH, Alp, MF: TICS, Chinchilla, Alpaca, MayFly; LO0, LO2: LLVM-compiled code with –O0, and –O2 optimization. L*: all compilations options of GCC and all of LLVM except –O0. GO2: GCC-compiled code with –O2 optimization. S1, S2: configurations with different working stack sizes imposing a different checkpoint frequency and checkpoint time—S1=50 B, S2=256 B; S1*, S2*: the same stack configurations as S1, S2 but with an additional timer checkpointing every 10 ms if there was no checkpoint due to the working stack. ST denotes S2 with checkpoints at the task boundaries. Red cross (X) denotes the code did not compile with the chosen compiler/optimization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Configuration Variables</th>
<th>Duration (μs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stack grow/shrink</td>
<td>0 B seg.</td>
<td>64 B seg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checkpoint logic</td>
<td>0 B seg.</td>
<td>64 B seg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restore logic</td>
<td>0 B seg.</td>
<td>64 B seg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pointer access</td>
<td>no log</td>
<td>log 4 B (64 B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll back from undo log</td>
<td>4 B</td>
<td>64 B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4. TICS overhead, split per runtime operation.** Results obtained with GCC (optimization –O2) at 1 MHz.

### 5.3.5 TICS Point-to-point Overheads

Table 4 presents the detailed overhead of TICS runtime operations. The checkpoint and restore operations include saving registers and working stack in non-volatile memory using a two-phase commit operation—the working stack size has a direct impact on the checkpoint overhead. The constant checkpoint overhead without saving the working stack segment is depicted as 0 B size in the table. The stack grow/shrink operations update the working stack to point another segment in the segment array. During pointer manipulation, TICS checks the pointer address to see if the working stack is targeted. If this is the case, there is no need for the undo logging and the working stack is directly manipulated. Otherwise, TICS logs the original value in undo log—the overhead of different variable sizes are depicted in the table. The time it takes to recover the original value of a variable from the undo log depends on the variable sizes.

### 5.4 User Study and Developer Effort

We have designed a large online user study. The goal was to objectively assess the time to design a TICS application.

**Methodology.** At the beginning of an online survey each participant was given an introduction to intermittent execution and to TICS and InK [46]. Then, we have then asked participants to find bugs in three simple programs: (i) swap of two variables (with no use of a temporary variable), (ii) bubble sort, and (iii) program that considers variable expiration based on time. Each program was written separately in TICS and in InK and had exactly the same type of bug, at exactly one line of the program. Users were asked to point to a line that contained that bug and specify the correct statement.

Each program with a bug was presented to a user on a separate page. Additionally, time spent on finding a bug in each of the programs was measured. No corrections of the given answers were possible once the answer was submitted. We randomized the order in which each program appeared at the respondent’s screen in order to remove presentation bias against one language and objectify bug finding time.

**User Pool.** At the time of writing this paper, a total of 90 responses were collected. 78% of all respondents had at least two years of programming experience. Almost 83% of respondents had average or below average knowledge of embedded systems powered by energy harvesting technologies.

**Result.** Results are shown in Figure 10. We observe that in all cases it was (i) harder to find a bug and (ii) users were more prone to error when exposed to a task-based language. Statistically, Wilcoxon T Test on all programs’ bug search time rejected the hypothesis that TICS/InK results were the same with p-value below 0.001. In other words, TICS is a more...
Figure 10. TICS user study results. For all three test programs, Swap, Bubble and Timekeeping, users found that it is easier with TICS to identify a bug and were more accurate in correcting the TICS program than that of InK [46]. Whiskers in the right-hand side figure denote standard deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Runtime</th>
<th>Pointer Support</th>
<th>Recursion Support</th>
<th>Scalability</th>
<th>Timely Execution</th>
<th>Porting Effort</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mayfly [20]</td>
<td>No ✗</td>
<td>No ✗</td>
<td>Poor ✗</td>
<td>Yes ✓</td>
<td>High ✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca [31]</td>
<td>No ✗</td>
<td>No ✗</td>
<td>Poor ✗</td>
<td>No ✗</td>
<td>High ✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratchet [45]</td>
<td>Yes ✓</td>
<td>No ✗</td>
<td>Poor ✗</td>
<td>No ✗</td>
<td>High ✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinchilla [32]</td>
<td>Yes ✓</td>
<td>No ✗</td>
<td>Poor ✗</td>
<td>No ✗</td>
<td>None ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ink [46]</td>
<td>No ✗</td>
<td>No ✗</td>
<td>Poor ✗</td>
<td>No ✗</td>
<td>High ✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TICS (this work)</td>
<td>Yes ✓</td>
<td>Yes ✓</td>
<td>High ✓</td>
<td>Yes ✓</td>
<td>None ✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. State of the art programming models.

user-friendly system than a task-based one. As the complexity of a program increased users had difficulty finding a bug in an InK program (for Bubble Sort in half of the cases users were wrong). Regarding the subjective evaluation of TICS against InK, participants considered TICS to be more intuitive, easier and conciser than InK.

6 Related Work

In Table 5 key characteristics of TICS are compared to those of Mayfly [20], Alpaca [31], Ratchet [45], Chinchilla [32] and Ink [46]. In this section we compare some of these characteristics from the state of the art to TICS.

Checkpointing Systems. Systems that automatically determine checkpoint placement at compile-time like [6, 32, 45] are most closely related to this work. HarvOS parses the control flow graph of a program and instruments with energy-aware checkpoints, requiring a small amount of programmer intervention to place effectively. Ratchet functions by placing checkpoints at the boundaries of idempotent sequences of instructions. Chinchilla over-instruments programs with checkpoints by storing some variables in non-volatile memory, and disabling/enabling checkpoints heuristically. Apart from the aforementioned studies, Mementos [39] was the first checkpointing scheme, using intermittent voltage checks to decide when to save state. QuickRecall [23] and Hibernus [5] extended this work with newer non-volatile memories. DINO [28] laid out the memory consistency problems that will arise with intermittent computing for mixed-volatility processors. TICS builds on these early techniques, however, these systems do not consider timely execution of the applications.

Task-based Programming Models. Alpaca [31] and related works [9] focus on providing control flow and data flow mechanisms while reducing the memory footprint from multi-versioning. Mayfly [20] provides explicit semantics for specifying timing constraints on sensor data in a task-based language. Ink [46] provides a way to handle events and interrupts from clock sources, sensors, and energy in the environment, despite power failures. Task-based systems require a custom programming model, which leads to added programmer intervention and complexity. Task decomposition is a manual process that is error-prone and not resilient to changes in the availability of energy in the environment.

Non-volatile Processors. Integration of non-volatile components, e.g. non-volatile registers, to the processor architecture provides automatic management of forward progress and memory consistency [29, 30]. This eliminates the need for handling these properties explicitly by the programmer. However, non-volatile architectures consume more power, they have increased area and decreased frequency as compared to general-purpose volatile processors with SRAM-based flip-flops [22]. TICS targets off-the-shelf processors with hybrid volatile and non-volatile memory in the market.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

TICS is a runtime for intermittently powered systems that enables full use of C features like pointers and recursion through a memory consistency management scheme (data versioning and stack segmentation) and provides semantics for easily porting time-sensitive programs to the intermittent domain while maintaining correctness. Guarantees on worst case checkpointing time are provided, ensuring TICS scales as applications become more complex. We evaluated TICS against the state of the art, showing reasonable overhead nearly matching the performance of task-based systems. We conducted a user study, where participants found TICS more intuitive than the task-based approach. In the future, we anticipate exploring ways to automatically import or infer timing semantics and rules from legacy code in TinyOS or other systems. Virtualizing the I/O interface across power failures could also lead to better ported applications.
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A Artifact Appendix

A.1 Abstract
TICS is a framework that allows for C programs to be executed on intermittent power harvested from the environment. TICS consists of multiple components that together make sure that the program that is being executed continues where it left off after a power failure. Additionally, TICS does this in a way that leads to checkpoint times that can be bounded to a reasonable upper limit, making reasoning about checkpoint placement dynamically possible (although this is not explored in the current version).

TICS is intended to be used with the MSP430FR5969 microcontroller but can be adapted to work with any MSP-based microcontroller that consists of non-volatile main memory.

The main components of TICS are:

- TICS runtime for memory logging and checkpoint management;
- TICS compiler backend (GCC and LLVM) for stack segmentation management;
- TICS source instrumentation for variable instrumentation.

A.2 Artifact Check-list (Meta-information)

- Program: msp430-gcc, llvm, memlog, benchmarks
- Compilation:

```bash
## Building GCC
# Required packages:
bash build-essential flex bison texinfo ncurses-dev zlib1g-dev curl

## Building LLVM
# Required packages:
making gcc cmake python zlib1g-dev

## Building Source Instrumentation Tool
# Build commands:
$ cd tics/source-instrumentation/

## Transformations:
memlog <benchmark>.c

## Binary:
ftest_cuckoo, ftest_ar, ftest_bitcount, greenh_temp_tinyos
```

- Hardware: Texas Instruments MSP430FR5969 launchpad development kit
- Experiments: Hardware breakpoints and cycle counter
- How much disk space required (approximately)?: 30 GB (compilers)
- How much time is needed to prepare workflow (approximately)?: one day
- How much time is needed to complete experiments (approximately)?: 2 hours
- Publicly available?: yes
- Code licenses (if publicly available)?: MIT

A.3 Description

A.3.1 Hardware Dependencies

Texas Instruments MSP430FR5969 launchpad development kit.

A.3.2 Software Dependencies

Download and extract the MSP430 GCC support files from Texas Instruments website.


A.3.3 Data Sets

A.4 Installation


A.5 Experiment Workflow


A.6 Evaluation and Expected Result